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1. Introduction The purpose of this document is to provide information that would be useful to the users of the Cytoscape/GEXF “app” that allows network diagrams described using the GEXF file format to be imported into Cytoscape. This information includes instructions on how to install this Cytoscape “app”, instructions on how to make use of the features added to Cytoscape by this “app”, how features described by the GEXF file format are mapped to Cytoscape features, and limitations the “app” has when importing. 



2. Installation Instructions Cytoscape “apps” can be downloaded from the Cytoscape App Store (http://apps.cytoscape.org) directly from any modern web browser. It can then be installed via the App Manager window in Cytoscape itself. The App Manager window can also be used to directly search for and install a Cytoscape “app” in a single screen. Instructions for installing a Cytoscape “app” through both methods on a Windows PC are described below. 



2.1 Manual Download and Installation Step 1.



Open a new web browser (e.g. Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome) window. 











Step 2.



Navigate to http://apps.cytoscape.org 



Step 3.



Type “gexf-app” without the quotes in the search bar at the top of the Cytoscape App Store webpage and press the Enter key. 



Step 4. 



Select the gexf-app link that appears in the newly presented webpage. 



Step 5.



Click the blue download button that appears on the right side of the newly presented webpage. 



Step 6. 



If prompted to choose the location where the “app” should be saved, choose a location that you will be able to easily access, such as the Desktop or Downloads folder. 



Step 7.



Open the Cytoscape application installed on your computer. 



Step 8.



Click “Apps” in Cytoscape’s menu bar. 







Step 9.



Click “App Manager…” in the menu that appears. The App Manager window will appear. 



Step 10. Click the “Install from File…” button in the bottom left corner of the App Manager window. Step 11. Navigate to the folder containing the file downloaded in step 6 and double-click that file. The “app” is now installed. Close the App Manager window. 







2.2 Download and Installation via App Manager Step 1.



Open the Cytoscape application installed on your computer. 



Step 2.



Click “Apps” in Cytoscape’s menu bar. 







Step 3.



Click “App Manager…” in the menu that appears. The App Manager window will appear. 



Step 4.



In the Search textbox, type “gexf-app” without the quotes. The GEXF importer “app” should appear in the middle pane. Select it and then click the Install button in the bottom right corner of the window. 



Step 5. Step 6.



The “app” is now installed. Close the App Manager window. 



3. How to Import a GEXF File Once the GEXF importer “app” is installed, a GEXF file can be imported into Cytoscape by using the “Import Network From File” functionality in Cytoscape. Cytoscape provides its users with three different ways to access this functionality: 1. While holding the Control Key on the keyboard, press the L key on the keyboard. 2. Click the third button from the left in the row of buttons underneath the menu bar. 



3. Select File from the Menu bar and then choose Import, Network, File… 



Once one of these actions are performed, Cytoscape shows a file selection dialog. The “Files of type” list should contain an option that reads “Graph Exchange XML Format (gexf) (*.gexf)” if the 



GEXFImporter “app” is installed correctly. Selecting that option will cause the file selection dialog to only show folders and GEXF files. Once a GEXF file is selected and the Open button is pressed, the GEXFImporter will attempt to parse the GEXF file and create a Cytoscape network based on the data that is read. 



4. GEXF to Cytoscape Feature Mapping 4.1. GEXF Graph Metadata to Cytoscape Network Table The GEXFImporter “app” supports the importing of the XML attribute “lastmodifieddate” and the following XML sub-elements of the “meta” XML element defined in the GEXF format: • • •



creator keywords description 



A column is created in the Network Table for each of the above XML attributes or sub-elements that are found in the GEXF file. If at least one XML attribute or sub-element is found, then a single row is created in this table with the values read from the GEXF file stored in the appropriate column. 



4.2. GEXF Nodes to Cytoscape Nodes The GEXFImporter “app” supports the importing of node data found in the “node” XML elements defined in the GEXF format. A row is added to the Node Table for the Cytoscape network for each node that is imported from the GEXF file. The XML attribute “id” for nodes is used internally by the GEXFImporter “app” but is not presented within Cytoscape. The XML attribute “label” for nodes is stored in the “name” column of the node’s row in the Node Table. Support for non-visualization node attributes is described in section 4.4 of this document. Support for visualization node attributes is described in section 4.5 of this document. 



4.3. GEXF Edges to Cytoscape Edges The GEXFImporter “app” supports the importing of edge data found in the “edge” XML elements defined in the GEXF format. A row is added to the Edge Table for the Cytoscape network for each edge that is imported from the GEXF file. The XML attributes “source” and “target” for edges are used internally by the GEXFImporter “app” to create one or two edges connecting the nodes whose id matches the value of the “source” or “target” XML attributes. The values of those XML attributes are not shown to the user in Cytoscape. If a node does not exist in the GEXF file with an id that matches either the “source” or “target” XML attributes, then the GEXFImporter “app” will create a node in the Cytoscape network with that “id” to allow the edge to be created. This newly created node will only contain default attribute information. The XML attribute “type” for edges is used by the GEXFImporter “app” for two purposes: to set a Cytoscape edge’s IsDirected property and to determine if two Cytoscape edges should be created in the event that the edge in the GEXF file is bidirectional. If an edge is determined to be bidirectional, the GEXFImporter “app” will create one Cytoscape edge as normal and another Cytoscape edge with the “source” and “target” nodes reversed. All other attributes for the two Cytoscape edges created as a result of a bidirectional edge in the GEXF file will be the same. 



Support for non-visualization edge attributes is described in section 4.4 of this document. The “weight” attribute for “edge” XML elements is handled in the same manner as other non-visualization edge attributes. Support for visualization edge attributes is described in section 4.5 of this document. 



4.4. GEXF Attributes to Cytoscape Node and Edge Tables The GEXFImporter “app” supports the importing of non-visualization attributes of GEXF nodes and edges found in the “attributes” and “attribute” XML elements and the “attvalues” and “attvalue” XML sub-elements of the “node” and “edge” XML elements defined in the GEXF format. When “attributes” and “attribute” XML elements are encountered, the GEXFImporter “app” will create a column in the Node table or the Edge table of the Cytoscape network depending on the value of the “class” XML attribute of the “attributes” XML element. The name of this column is set to the value in the “title” XML attribute of the “attribute” XML element. The type of the column is set based on the value in the “type” XML attribute of the “attribute” XML element (see section 5.1 of this document for limitations about an attribute’s type). If the “default” XML sub-element to the “attribute” XML element is provided, then the default value of the column will be set to the value of the “default” XML subelement. The GEXFImporter “app” currently has limitations around handling the “options” XML subelement of the “attribute” XML element as described in section 5.2. The “attvalues” and “attvalue” XML sub-elements of “node” and “edge” XML elements are used to set the values of a given node or edge’s attribute. When these XML sub-elements are specified, the GEXFImporter “app” uses the value in the “for” XML attribute of the “attvalue” XML sub-element to determine which attribute, and therefore which column in the Cytoscape network’s Node or Edge table for the given node’s or edge’s row, that the value in the “value” XML attribute of the same XML subelement should be set to. If a value specified in the “value” XML attribute can not be casted to the attribute’s specified type, then the GEXFImporter “app” will stop execution immediately and cause Cytoscape to display an error message. 



4.5. GEXF Visualizations to Cytoscape Visualizations The GEXFImporter “app” supports the importing of visualization XML sub-elements of GEXF node and edge XML elements. The following node visualization XML sub-elements and their attributes are supported in the GEXFImporter “app” and are mapped to the following Cytoscape properties: GEXF Visualization Element / Attributes color / r, g, b, a position / x, y, z size / value shape / value 



Cytoscape Property Fills the node with a RGBA color specified by the element’s attributes Sets the node’s location to the specified (X, Y, Z) coordinate Sets the node’s size to the value specified Sets the node’s shape based on the following mapping (GEXF value à Cytoscape shape type): • disc à ellipse • square à rectangle • triangle à triangle • diamond à diamond 



• •



image à octagon “all others” à round rectangle 



The following edge visualization XML sub-elements and their attributes are supported in the GEXFImporter “app” and are mapped to the following Cytoscape properties: GEXF Visualization Element / Attributes color / r, g, b, a thickness / value shape / value 



Cytoscape Property Sets the edge’s unselected color to the specified RGBA value Sets the edge’s width to the value specified Sets the edge’s shape based on the following mapping (GEXF value à Cytoscape shape type): • solid à solid • dotted à dot • dashed à equal dash • double à parallel lines • “all others” à solid 







5. Limitations of GEXF Import 5.1. Attribute Types The GEXF format allows for the following types: “integer”, “long”, “float”, “double”, “boolean”, “string”, “listinteger”, “listlong”, “listfloat”, “listdouble”, “listboolean”, and “liststring”. The types prefixed with “list” are defined as array of the type that appears after the prefix. These types are used directly in Cytoscape with two exceptions: “float” and “listfloat”. Cytoscape does not support the “float” type. Therefore, columns created in the Cytoscape network’s Node table or Edge table from attributes that have a type of “float” or “listfloat” will have their type set to “double” or “array of doubles” respectively. This conversion may result in the value of such a column having the incorrect precision. 



5.2. Attribute Options The GEXFImporter “app” does not currently validate that the value of an attribute is contained within the list of valid values as described by a GEXF attributes “options” XML sub-element when the “options” XML sub-element is present. 



This feature is not currently planned to be supported in future versions of the “app”. 



5.3. Node Hierarchy Support The GEXFImporter “app” attempts to map the node hierarchy structure and the phylogeny structure (i.e. the “parent” XML element) defined in the GEXF format to groups within Cytoscape. The “app” is currently creating groups but only shows the children at the end of a node hierarchy branch. Users will need to right-click a node that is in a node grouping, hover over “Group” in the context menu that appears, and select “Expand Group(s)” to view the parent of the clicked node. Performing this action may cause Cytoscape to create “member” or “meta” edges based on the nodes and edges that were imported from a GEXF file and which nodes and edges are currently visible in the Cytoscape network diagram. 



5.4. Dynamic Graphs The GEXFImporter “app” does not support the import of GEXF graphs with a mode of “dynamic”. The “app” will return an error and not create a Cytoscape network if it is asked to import a GEXF file containing a “dynamic” graph. 



This feature is not currently planned to be supported in future versions of the “app”. 
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